Attendant Responsibility Fact Sheet and Checklist
(The

state of Ohio requires one trained attendant per inflatable. Please read this form carefully and
sign at the bottom. This is your attendant training form. You are agreeing to be an attendant of the
inflatable and enforce the rules posted on each inflatable. You must remain at the inflatable that your
children are riding and enforce the rules for them and all riders.)

Attendant Responsibilities
(applicable to all rides at Jumpy's)
The attendant will enforce all rules that are posted on the front of each inflatable.
Riders may enter and exit inflatables at any time during the rides operation.
The attendant will enforce that no riders jump onto or off the ride.
The attendant will verbally control riders inside the ride if they are observed breaking a rule.
The attendant will enforce that all riders are of similar age range, height, and weight and that older children and/or adults do not ride with
younger children.
The attendant will enforce the following rules:

No shoes, eyeglasses, jewelry, or other sharp objects allowed in the inflatable.

No somersaults, diving, wrestling, rough play, or flips allowed in inflatables.

No food, drinks, gum, pets, or silly string allowed in the inflatable.

Riders will go down slides one at a time on their bottoms and feet first.
The attendant will enforce that patrons stay away from the blower at all times.
Emergency and Safety Procedures
In the unlikely event of a power failure, or a medical emergency:
The attendant will help riders exit in an orderly fashion away from the game.
The attendant will keep riders and guests away from the inflatable.
The attendant will contact management and call the appropriate emergency responders if necessary.

Inflatable Fact Sheet
(applicable to all rides at Jumpy's)
Inflatable rides provide safe jumping areas and slides for children.
The duties of the attendant is to enforce the rules posted on the front of each inflatable.
Please observe the maximum number of riders posted on the front of each inflatable.
If an accident occurs please contact management immediately.
Safety is the most important item and as an attendant you are responsible for helping to keep Jumpy's safe.

I have been instructed on the safe operation of the inflatable rides. I understand the Attendant Responsibilities and I
agree to be an Attendant. I will remain at the inflatable with my children and enforce the rules for them and all riders.

Signed:

Date:

In Consideration of being allowed to enter the play area and/or participate in any party and/or program at Jumpy’s, the
undersigned, on his or her behalf, and on the behalf of their spouses, relatives, and participant(s) identified below,
acknowledges, appreciates and agrees to the following conditions:
I represent that I am the parent or legal guardian of the participant(s) named below, or I have obtained permission from the
parent/legal guardian of the participant(s) named below to execute this agreement on their behalf.
I agree that the participant(s) named below and I and my spouse and relatives shall comply with all stated and customary terms,
posted safety signs, rules, and verbal instructions as conditions for participation in any party and/or program at Jumpy’s. In
addition, if I observe any hazard during our participation, I will bring it to the attention of the nearest Jumpy’s employee or official
immediately;
I am aware that there are inherent risks associated with participation in Jumpy’s programs, parties, and/or use of the play area
and inflatable equipment and I, on behalf of myself and my spouse and relatives and the participant(s) named below, knowingly
and freely assume all such risk, both known and unknown, including those that may arise out of the negligence of other
participants; and,
I, for myself and my spouse and relatives and the participant(s) named below, and our respective heirs, assigns, administrators,
personal representatives, and next of kin, hereby release and hold harmless, Miami Valley Rentals Inc., and their affiliates,
officers, members, agents, employees, other participants, and sponsoring agencies from and against any and all claims, injuries,
liabilities or damages arising out of or related to our participation in any and all Jumpy’s programs, activities, video games,
parties, the use of the play area, foam ball blasters and/or inflatable equipment.
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